
ࣙȧɈ౿ഢএ௲ɬࣷ࠰ɅȮᅿȩȺȯȞăF-150ʠˁʛʇɈ!
ঠࣕĂʭʁĜʡ˃Ĝʐʽ௲ɁɉĂಪࡳɂĂ!
4.2ʰʇʗĜ˃ɈᆶݎݛɄɃɈࠞࣃɒ༯ᆞȱȹଲɤ೨!
əȦᆿɤਗɩȵɀȞɘȳă

ʰˋ˂ĜĆʭʁĜʡɅɢȽɀ1917༃Ʌ೯ಡȯɦȹ!
˃Ĝʐʽ௲ɉĂຎ૪ĂɘȯɅࡳߓఛɈɁȱȹă!
Ă˃Ĝʐʽ௲ɉĂʑʇˁʛʯȥɣ၆ᆀɄ౿࿚ɬ!
౺əȱȹɤĂຜɁʯˁʑʞɻʛʇɬȽȹɤĂ!
ɂߓఛɬറȫɀȞɘȳă

ȭɈਡฤᇘષ८ഢဘɈෂɉĂ౦ޢɁɜȽɂɜమɭȺ೨ᆏ!
ˁɼˋɁȳăȷȱɀެɁɉĂ૩റݢ༑ɄʟʎɼˋɈ!
ᆶݛॸ࢞ஒȦȮᅿȞȹȺȫɘȳă

ć9:30 am - 5 pmॢᅓ - ࣸᅓ࠰૪࠵ާ
TheHenryFord.orgɬȮᅿȩȺȯȞ
်ऻȯɦɀȞɄȞঔɤĂখఱᅙɈȹɛɈଖణએ܆ɉݢࢮȯɦɀȞɘȳă!!

ʟɻɺʴĜˋʠˁʛʇ௲Ɂɉଖణએ܆ɉঙȩȤඣɤȱɀȤɤɘȳă

ڷć!ۋ࣋ɂྀണɬᄆโɂȱɀĂThe Henry Ford®ȦĂॽߔଞɈəɄȯɘɬએ܆ɘȹɉሃݙ!

ȳɥȭɂȦȮȰɘȳăȜɣȥȲɛȮᆡȩȺȯȞă
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ʭʁĜʡ!˃Ĝʐʽʭɹʇʠ˂Ĝ!ʜɺĜɒ

ɺʹ˂ʃɈ 
ᇘષโ!
ɺʠˁʇʏʿ®̀ 

ɁȜɥᆅᄻɬ!
ȷɈᄆɁߊ

ȷɈ഼Ɉ௲ஒɬၸᄎć

ʈ˂ĜˋʭɻĜ˃ʡ!!
ʫ˄ʛʐ®
ʰˋ˂ĜʭʁĜʡགဘ࠵®
IMAX®ʏɺʗĜ

ʱˋʕˋʭʁĜʡ!
˂ʍĜʙʓˋʗĜ®

TheHenryFord.org
ȞȞɇĊ!ၸᄎɬࢼᄵ

ȤߖȱəȞȹȺȫɘȱȹȥĉ

EʣʽĜʑɈ!
ʑʅʻˋŕ!

ʍɼˋɺʛʯ

ᆶݎݛ

˄ʄʏĜ!ʆʻˁ˂Ĝ!

ʟɻɺʴĜˋ!ʠˁʛʇ௲!!

౿ഢɈ॑ʏɺʗĜ!

ࡧ౯ʩʥ˃!

ʂĜʨĜʰʛʡ!ʅʻ˂ɺĜ

F-150ʴʛʇʑɈ೨ᆏˁɼˋ!

ჟᆧ
!ȳȪʹˋʨĜɅĊ

TheHenryFord.org/Membership

௲*

ȞȾɁɜ

*  h ˋ˂ĜʭʁĜʡགဘ࠵®!ɄɣɍɅ!

ʈ˂ĜˋʭɻĜ˃ʡ!ʭɻĜ˃ʡ® 

ɒɈ௲ɈəȦჟᆧɂɄɤɘȳă

ʹˋʨĜʏʛʯ!ʩĜʠʢĜ

JAPANESE



Thank you for joining us on the Ford Rouge Factory Tour today. 
Because this is a working manufacturing facility, there are a few 
things to keep in mind:

We ask that there be no photography, eating or drinking in the 
theaters or on the plant walkways.

Daily vehicle production is based on actual vehicle sales orders,  
so you may be touring when we are not building vehicles.

Even when the factory is not in full operation, you'll get a       
behind-the-scenes view of the factory's remarkable internal     
framework: the complex web of overhead conveyors, vehicle     
elevators and just-in-time parts delivery systems that make this    
Ford's most flexible and technologically advanced plant.

Buses depart for the Museum on a regular basis; last bus is at 5 p.m.

Theater shows begin every 20 minutes, 9:20 a.m.–4p.m., starting at 
Station 1.

If you have any questions during your visit, just ask any staff 
member. They're here to help.
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ʞʑʠʡˁɼʮ!ʑʶĜʠʜĜ˃!
ɺʹ˂ʃɈଠࣞޢɬဿȢȹĂʋˋʬʽĜʗĜݛȯɦȹ೨ᆏʜĜ˃!

ɬഀȱɘȱɡȠă!ߓఛโɄʜĜ˃ɂĂʯ˅ʓʑĂఱęĂȷȱɀ౿࿚!

ɂɈ࠲बɬ࠰ॽɥȭɂȦɁȧɘȳă!

ᅰɬॽȢȹ୨౯
ఛȱȞ౿ഢၫၭȦɃɈɢȠɅଠࣞޢɁߓჩɬࡧȭȱȹȥȦယȥɥĂ!

೨ᆏˁɼˋɁɈɺʇʞɻʫʞɻɅઞݡȱɘȵɭȥĉ!ȭɈ10ယɈʈ˃Ĝʯ!!

ɺʇʞɻʫʞɻɁɉĂএൣɈ೨ᆏˁɼˋɈ୨౯ɅɅఌɦɥ!

ȭɂȦɁȧɘȳă

ʈ˂ĜˋɄʟʎɼˋ!
ʢʏʿʢ˃ʐʂʈˁʭɻʛʇɈʅʂʑʇɁɉĂʈ˂ĜˋɄʟʎɼˋ!

ȦɃɈɢȠɅఊ௲ࠞࣃɬޜȱĂဘȹȻɬରȧȾȫĂ༥ࡘʄʑɬ!

༇ᆧɞჟޮɄɒɂဿȢɀȞɥȥɬގȱɀȞɘȳăɁᄿ!

ɭɁȞɥȠȻɅĂ˃Ĝʐʽ௲ɁɉଠັɘɁɜȦᄘ౺Ɉ౺ധණɬ!

භȩᄜߠɬඐȽɀȞɥȭɂɬߔɭɁȞȹȺȫɥɂૃȞɘȳă
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ႨɉĂʭʁĜʡ!˃Ĝʐʽʭɹʇʠ˂ĜʜɺĜ!

ɅȮઞݡȞȹȺȧĂȜɤȦɂȠȮȰȞɘȳă˃Ĝʐʽ!

௲ɉഀࣞෂɈૈಡɁȳɈɁĂȞȩȾȥૢڷਐ!

ȦȮȰȞɘȳć  
ʏɺʗĜɞ௲໘ɁɈଖణએ܆ɞɉȤȢȩȺȯȞ!

ɘȳɢȠȤࡄȞȞȹȱɘȳă*ێɈ౺દౘɉĂ!

ଌ੫ɈଠᆤဦɅܾȲɀड़ɘɥȹɛĂ౿ഢȦȯɦɀȞɄȞ!

ɂȧɅʜɺĜɬȠ௲ਗɜȮȰȞɘȳă௲Ȧʭ˃ഀࣞ!

ȱɀȞɄȞɂȧɁɜĂɤ೨ɭȺʂĜʨĜʰʛʡ!

௲ॽߔ

ʏʿʛʬˋʈ

ൌঅʋĜʢĜ

ʆʭʠʏʿʛʯ
˃Ĝʐʽ௲Ɉ˄ʄʏĜɬȮ൮ɒă!ʶʑʗˋʈɞF-15ȦʞĜʶɈ!

ȤદȦஒ࣏ȱɂူɍɘȳă!૩റݢ༑ɄʟʎɼˋɅࠐჭɬିȹၫɅɉĂ!!

௲Ɉʈ˂ĜˋोކɈোɬཱ܇ȱȹஙಔɞȤɜȻɝĂʆʭʠɬȤࠅ!

ɛȱɘȳă
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ʋˋʱʼĜĂଠᆤʀ˄ʱĜʗĜĂʭʁĜʡɬ!

ʭ˄ʅʏʮ˃ȥȾಪɈ௲Ʌȳɥʐʻʑ!

ʠʗɼʷˋʈɄင࿚༯ഗʏʑʞʸĂɂȞȽȹ௲Ɉ!

ȳɊɣȱȞʭ˄ĜʸˇĜʇɈခᆈɬॽߔɁȧɘȳă!

གဘ࠵ɒɈʨʑɉฤࡖโɅۿȯɦĂɉষ5૪Ɂȳă

ʏɺʗĜɈʏʿĜɉĂ9૪20ယȥɣষ4૪Ɉ࠰Ă!

20ယȮɂɅ௫܇ȯɦɘȳăȮଋᄎຑȮȰȞɘȱȹɣĂ!

ȤࣷȩɈʑʗʛʭɅ!ȤॎɅȤశɇȩȺȯȞă

ʙʉʛʠŕʹˋʨĜʏʛʯཾێ

ட౯ᅙʠɼ˄

ට౯ᅙʠɼ˄!

ʆʭʠʏʿʛʯ

ॽߔʯˁʛʠʭʁĜʸ

ྥ௵

ྀ༸࡙

ૃȞʑʞĜʏʿˋ

ൌঅʋĜʢĜ

ૄฤܬࢂʀ˂ɺ

˄ʄʏĜ!ʏɺʗĜ
ెຕਗɂȞȠʰˋ˂ĜĆʭʁĜʡɈಪऄɈʫʐʿˋȥɣĂ!

Ɉ૩റݢ༑Ʉ౿ഢɘɁĂ˃Ĝʐʽ௲ɈߓఛɈᇘષɅఌ!

ɦɥȭɂȦɁȧɘȳăᆀɂྒྷ॔ĂȷȱɀದȢ࠰ɄȞߓఛ!

ɅȜɏɦȹဘাȦĂᇘષโ܇ജɂɂɜɅাɣɦɘȳă!

ȤɢȷɈஒᅟ૪࠰ć13ယ

౿ഢɈ॑ʏɺʗĜ
ࣙȧɈএൣɈ౿ഢࡳɬࡥሃȱȹഽߌࠐɄʏɺʗĜൌঅɬȤ!

ć14ယ࠰ȱəȩȺȯȞăȤɢȷɈஒᅟ૪ߖ

ॽ
˃Ĝʐʽ௲ɈࠞߓࣃჩȦێႊɁȧɘȳă!౦ޢɈᆶݎݛĂ

!ȯɦȹఆဘ౺ധණĂᇙɬɄȳʕĜˁĜʩʥ˃Ăݛ࡚

ʀʥ˃ʆĜಣᄝɈࡧ౯ʩʥ˃ȦĂᄆɈɅঢ়Ȧɤɘȳă!

ȤɢȷɈஒᅟ૪࠰ć5~15ယ

೨ᆏ௲
ʟɻɺʴĜˋ!ʠˁʛʇ௲Ɉၐັ࣌ȥɣĂৌᆎɂ୨౯ɅɭȺ

೨ᆏˁɼˋɬॽߔɁȧɘȳăȤɢȷɈஒᅟ૪࠰ć30~45ယ

˄ʄʏĜ!ʆʻˁ˂Ĝ!
2,000ᄆɈʭʁĜʡɬ࠸ɛĂ˃Ĝʐʽ௲Ɂ౿ഢȯɦȹ!

ᇘષโଠᆤɈౘęɬȮᅿȩȺȯȞăȭȻɣɁɉఛȱȞF-150 
Ʌ௮ɦɥɕȥĂʭɹʇʠ˂ĜʑʠɺɜȮᆀᅙȞȹȺȫɘȳă

ᆶݛॸ࢞ஒʜɺĜ!

ȭȭɁɉ૩റݢ༑ɄʟʎɼˋȦ౺ȧɀȞɘȳăĆ௳Ć!

ऋɅɞȯȱȞ˃Ĝʐʽ௲Ɉ౿ഢʯ˅ʓʑɬȮގȱɘȳă!

!ȳɂȧɈࢮʜɺĜɉĂ4ॢෂȥɣ10ॢෂĂ๏েȦެ࠵

əɩɦɘȳă

ʆʭʠʏʿ ʛʯ

ෂ2ިɒɈިඦ

˄ʄʏĜ!ʆʻˁ˂Ĝ

౿ഢɈ!
॑ʏɺʗĜ

˄ʄʏĜ!!
ʏɺʗĜ

ʨʑพᆗஒ

ॽŕ೨ᆏ௲!
ɒɈʀ˄ʱĜʗĜ

ʹɼˋʭ˅ɺɒɈިඦ

!ஒऺ!!

Īߔ৫ઞࠫଞ/ 
       චൌࢊᅙī

ॽɍ!
ʹɼˋʭ˅ɺɒɈ!

ʀ˄ʱĜʗĜ

೨ᆏ௲ɍ!
ʹɼˋʭ˅ɺ!

ɒɈʀ˄ʱĜʗĜ

೨ᆏาɈࠫޱ

ʡɺ೨ᆏ

ʴʛʇʑ೨ᆏ

ʡɺଲެȱ

ʰʛʡˁɼʢĜ!
ଲȫ

ʧˋʡ˃ŕ!
ʀɺʨʛʈଲȫ

ोࡉྉଲȫ

ʸĜˋ˃Ĝʭଲȫ

ʀʇʑʞ˂ɺകఄ

೨ᆏ௲ɒɈၐັ࣌
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